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BIOLOGY AND HEALTH PHYSICS DIVISION SUMMARY

A.M. MARKO

Health Physics

Liquid scintillator and hydrogen-filled proporticnal counters

are boing tested for use in measurement of fast neutron spectra

from a variety of neutron sources as part of a program of experi-

mental verification of the extended series of calculations of

neutron leakage spectra which has been carried out in recent years.

Computer programs for the unfolding of recoil proton spectra have

been found to give a rather mediocre resolution of 14.7 MeV

neutrons generated by the D(T, 4He)n reaction and possible causes

either in the unfolding process or in deficiencies in the liquid

scintillator detector are being investigated. Calculations have

been made of the contribution of sub-threshold fission to the

response Np damage track detectors and in most situations of

interest the contribution is small. Calculations have also been

made of the neutron spectra generated by either a fission source

or a 14 MeV neutron source locatsd at the centre of a 2 3 8U sphere.

Experiments are continuing in the evaluation of radiation

sensitization of LiF TLD for possible application in situations

such as environmental monitoring where there is an interest in

estimation of small accumulated radiation doses, for example, in

the vicinity of nuclear installations. Results are promising and

indicate that this application of TLD's could provide an economical
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solution to a requirement for extensive low level radiation

surveillance„

Commissioning of seven automatic TLD readers made in industry

for use by On ;ario Hydro and Health & Welfare Canada is in progress.

An additional reader for Hydro-Quebec is now being manufactured.

Modifications to a microscopic flying spot scanner

developed for estimating DNA content of biological material are

being made to al'.low it to be used to measure damage tracks from

charged particles in cellulose nitrate foils. One applicecion is

for the detection of radon daughter product activity collected on

membrane filters.

An analysis has bedn carried out of the potential hazard

from tritium produced in a reactor loop whose power level is

controlled by pressurized 3Ke. Risks during normal operation and

following procedural or equipment faults have both been considered.

Environmental Research

Operational problems due to winter conditions at the heated

effluent experimental facility at Maskinonge Lake have been

overcome by changes in equipment and oil supply. New poly-

ethylene enclosures have been installed in the lake and the

increases in primary productivity due to heated water additions

are being measured by means of tracer carbon-14. In related

laboratory work a new project has been started on the possible

interaction of temperature and toxic chemicals on aquatic

organisms.
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The biochemistry program which is being carried out in

collaboration with the Biology Branch, has evolved into a two-

pronged effort: firstly, an examination of human tissue culture

cells for specific enzymatic activities involved in DNA repair and

secondly, the isolation from chick embryos of an enzyme (endonuclease)

which is specific for the repair of damage due to gamma irradiation.

A new radioecology project has been started on the role of

the sediments in Perch Lake in the behaviour of radionuclides in

the lake. Using cobalt-60 and strontium-85,. laboratory techniques

are being developed to determine both the exchange and fixation

capacities of the organic and inorganic fractions of the sediments.

The Perch Lake Project has continued with compilation and

analysis of hydrological and evaporation data collected during the

1975 field season. Chemical studies on the concentrations of

stable elements in surface waters of the drainage basin in the

past year have been completed.

A cooperative study with Environment Canada personnel on

ground water hydrcgeochemistry of the waste management area has now

produced sufficient results for computer analysis. Results are

being examined with a computer program which determines equilibrium

relations between minerals. These relationships are needed for

the interpretation of hydrochemical processes at work in this

area.

In collaboration with staff from the Whiteshell Nuclear

Research Establishment of AECL a long-term study has been
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initiated aimed at expressing the environmental impact of the

future Canadian nuclear fuel cycle in terms of radiation dose to

the Canadian population. Three temporary working groups have been

formed within the branch to consider and report on available data

for tritium, strontium-90 and cesium-137.

Biology Branch

Studies on the structure and especially on the repair of

radiation-induced damage of DNA have been continued. The

biological systems employed have been mainly Micrococcus

radiodurans, viruses, and human tissue culture cells.

Structural studies have been pursued on the arrangement of

polypyrimidine segment in the mouse genome. The usefulness

of using poly r(A,G), a synthetic ribopolyrner, as a selective

probe for specific polypyrimidine sites in the DNA was investigated.

From two experimental approaches it was felt that poly r(A,G) was

able tc complex to long polypyrimidir.e sequences either in intact

DNA or in hydrolyzed DNA.

Several possible pathways of repair in M. radiodurans

are being investigated. As judged by the results obtained

with M. radioduran mutants the efficiency of the repair in

wild-type ceils is primarily associated in some way with the

recombinational repair system. However repair also occurs via

a DNA pclymerase-dependent pathway, tnat is, via an excision

repair pathway. No evidence for photoreactivation repair was

obtained.
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Various factors affecting the yield of double strand breaks

in the DNA of M. radiodurans are being studied in order to

understand the relationship between double strand breaks in the

DNA and radiation-induced lethality. Experimental evidence

implies that the shape of the dose-effect curve w.xth M.

radiodurans is not due to any combination of single and double

hits as has been suggested, but rathei to an ultimate failure to

cope with the radiation damage produced at very high doses.

Experiments on M. radj odurans show that it is not strictly

correct to call N-ethylamaleimide, nitrofurazone and related

radiosensitizers "oxygen-mimetics". These compounds can introduce

additional damage beyond that observed with oxygen presumably by

combining with DNA as free radical intermediate formed during

irradiation. Nevertheless the results suggest that the effect

of some radiosensitizers on anoxic tumor cells need not necessarily

be restricted to simple replacement of the sensitization by oxygen.

Investigations are continuing into the nature and mechanism

of ionizing radiation damage in the cell wall of M. radiodurans.

Evidence is provided that the b0Co~y radiation-released exonuclease

is physically altered in comparison to the non-irradiated protein.

There appears to be a reduction in molecular weight of the gamma

released enzyme and a change in charge but the catalytic properties

of the exonuclease do not appear to be altered.

It has been demonstrated that three diploid fibroblast

strains cultured from unrelated humans afflicted with an inherited
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neurovascular disorder, ataxia telangiectasia, are defective in

repair of damage induced in this DNA by 60Co y-rays. In particular

their strains of cells are impaired in their ability to execute

excision repair of y-modified base residues. Six additional

strains of cells, however, attained normal levels of y-induced

repair replication, despite a pronounced radiosensitivity as

measured by a reduction in colony formation. The possibility

is being examined that these variant strains which are pro-

ficient in excision-repair may be defective in another repair

mechanism, such as post-replication repair.

Temperature-sensitive mutants of Ustilago maydis blocked

in DNA synthesis as well as mutants of bacteriophage T4 (unable

to grow on streptomycin resistant strains of E. coli) have been

isolated. Their mutants will be used to study various pathways

of repair of radiation-induced damage of their DNA.

Population Research

The third and j_inal phase of the current experiment on

synergism between radiation and chemical carcinogens, i.e.

tobacco tar and anthramine, began in February. This phase

involves the combined treatments with the two kinds of agents

and is expected to last 18 months.

The accuracy of a computer operation in which a file of

some 324,000 British Columbia ill-health records was linked

to the appropriate birth records is currently being tested.



About 46,000 of these- handicap, congenital anomaly surveillance,

and death records had also been linked manually in British Columbia

to the birth registrations. A printout of all instances in which

the computer and the manual searcher disagreed is currently being

studied with a view to assessing the performance of both the

humans and the computer, and improving that of the latter. The

resultiny ill-health histories will be used for studies of

hereditary diseases that might increase in frequency with

irradiation.
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2.2 FAST NEUTRON DOSIMETRY

2.2.1 Neutron Spectrometry Using Hydrogenous Sci: ̂ xll
H. Ing and W.G. Cross

Preliminary tests have been made on a neutron
spectrometry system wnich uses the computer program
COOLC (acquired from Radiation Shielding Information
Center, Oak Ridge) to unfold proton-recoil distri-
butions produced by a 5 cm x 5 cm NE-213 liquid
scintiilator. The detector was calibrated using
gamma rays from a 22Na source, as recommended by
Verbinski et al (Nucl. Inst. Meth. 65_, 8, (1968)),
and exposed to 14.7 MeV neutrons generated by the
D(T, ''Hejn reaction. The pulse-height distribu-
tions were unfolded using the response matrix for a
similar detector provided with the COOLC code.

In these tests, the resolution of the 14.7 MeV
peak in the unfolded spectrum was poor (^10%).
Investigations are being made into the spectral
uncertainties associated with the unfolding process
and possible causes of poor resolution in the
detector itself.

2.2.2 Spectra of Neutrons Transmitted Through 2 3 8U -
H. Ing and W.G. Cross

Leakage spectra from spheres of 2 3 6U (5 to 50
cm radii) containing fission sources at the centre
have been computed using the 05R Monte Carlo code.
These calculations are preliminary studies on the
effect of concentration (or enrichment) of fissile
materials on the shape of leakage spectra from
critical assemblies. Although the results have
not yet been analyzed quantitatively, the calcula-
ted spectra resemble those predicted earlier* using
a simple model in which the spectral shape was
determined by competition between fission and
evaporation processes.

Leakage spectra from 2 3 8U spheres containing
a 14 MeV neutron source at the centre have also
been computed. These were obtained to investigate
a degraded fission neutron spectrum obtained by
surrounding a D-T neutron generator target with a
depleted uranium sphere and produced for the purpose

*
W.G. Cross and H. Ing, 1973, in "Neutron Monitoring
for Radiation Protection Purposes" Vol. 1 (IAEA,
Vienna) p. 73.



of calibratinq neutron monitors. Present result.-;
indicate that suppression of the original 14 MeV
neutrons to less than 5% of tne total leakage
fluence requires spheres greater than 30 cm radius.
For a 30 cm sphere, the leakage neutron spectrum
peaks around 0,4 MeV and has a total intensity
about 1.3 times the original source strength.

2. 2. •* Effects of Sub-Threshold Fission on Neutron Dose
Measurements with T~rTNp Detectors - W.G. Cross and
W. Ing

237Np provides a particularly useful fission
damage-track radiator for fast neutron dose measure-
ments. Although the fission cross section exhibits
a "threshold" around 200 keV, it is appreciable at
lower energies and this sub-threshold fission can
affect dose measurements. While cross sections
between 1 eV and 100 keV have been available since
1972, their effect on dose determinations had not
been calculated.

For simplicity, for neutron spectra distributed
over a wide energy region, 3000 point-by-point cross-
section values were fitted by an analytical function
of energy. The response of a 237Np detector was
then calculated for typical spectra from light and
heavy water reactors, before and after the neutrons
pass through Fe and concrete shields. For most of
these spectra, sub-threshold fission affects the
response by less than 10%. The contribution is
larger for neutrons transmitted through heavy
elements (Fe, Cu, U) or multiply scattered from
light elements. In these circumstances, approximate
knowledge of the spectrum permits corrections for
sub-threshold fission to be made to Np dosimeter
readings.

2.2.4 Spectra and Dosimetry of Therapeutic Beams of Fast
Neutrons in a"Water Phantom - W.G~ Cross and H. ing

Calculation of spectra inside and outside of
neutron beams passing through a water phantom, and
the effects of spectral variations on dosimeter
measurements, were described in PR-B-108. These
calculations have been repeated for an alternative
spectrum for the incident neutrons from the MRC
cyclotron at Hammersmith. The more recently
measured spectrum contains a higher proportion of
low energy neutrons. This results in somewhat
smaller variations in the spectrum and in the doss
response of various detectors, at different points
in the phantom, but conclusions on the suitability
of different detectors are unchanged.



.;. 2 . 5 Calcul.-j ced Spectra of r'̂ sc iieatrop.s Transrai ttea By
and Reflected from Concrete - W.G. Cross and H. Ing

Calculations made in 1973 are being repeated,

and more recent cross sections, taken from the
ENDF/B-4 library. Cross-section data have been
prepared for the 05R Monte Carlo program and spec-
tral calculations have begun.

2.2.6 Neutron Spectral Measurements with Proportional
Counters - B.J. Tymons, H. Ing and W.G. Cross

Investigations of energy calibration methods
for the three SP2 proportional counters is continu-
ing. A 107 neut.rons/s plutonium beryllium source
is surrounded by graphite for initial neutron
moderation and aluminum oxide power for attenuation
of neutrons at the resonance energies.

Results have been satisfactory except for the
countex filled with four atmospheres of hydrogen
and used to cover the energy range 0.1 to 0.7 MeV.
The optimum mode of operation of this counter is
being investigated.

2.3 THERMOLUMINESCENCE DOSIMETRY - A.R. Jones

Continued assistance has been given to Canadian
Admiral Corporation in the manufacture of seven
automatic TLD readers, AEP-5256A. One reader has
been received, tested and adjusted. Its manufacturing
defects have been corrected and it has been deliv-
ered to the Bruce Generating Station. A manual is
being prepared. Two control maintainers from
Ontario Hydro have been trained in the maintenan<. ̂
of the TLD reader and in other CRNL-designed instru-
ments in use at the Bruce Generating Station.

A consignment of the new dosimeter badges has
been received but it was necessary to return most
of them to the manufacturer because of inadequately
cemented clips and jammed slides. Sufficient
satisfactory holders were selected to permit a
pilot test with CRNL workers having badge numbers
from 1 to 200. A fresh consignment of holders has
been received and is being inspected by the Quality
Control Branch.

Two sets of environmental dosimeters have been
submitted to an intercomparison held by ERDA. The
first set comprises TLD-100 chips in groups of four
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packaged and sealed in polyethylene (identical to
the package used in environmental monitoring by
AECL at Chalk River and Ottawa). The second set
is made up of plaque mounted TLDs held in pairs in
the rev: holder:;. Suriiiy L'ue i ntercompar ison the
dosimeters are to be given a small exposure in tne
laboratory and are to be exposed to environmental
gamma radiation out of doors in ;\ three month
period.

Investigation is continuing into radiation
sensitizing of TLD-100 with a view to its applica-
tion in environmental monitoring or to personnel
monitoring. Before either can be done, several
questions must be answered.

How much is the sensitivity increased, both
for unmounted and plaque mounted TLDs, and is this
sensitivity altered by the reading process?

How uniform is the response of the sensitized
TLDs over the range 0 to 100 mR and can advantage
be obtained by individual calibration?

Are the sensitized TLDs linear at low
exposures?

How sensitive to UV light are the sensitized
TLDs?

How much do they fade?

Measurements made on TLDs, which have been
exposed to 8 x 10 "* R and then annealed for 50
minutes at 290°C (with UV irradiation for the first
45 minutes) have provided some answers to these
questions.

Sensitivity is increased between three and
four times and this increase does not appear to be
affected by subsequent reading.

Sensitizing TLDs appears to slightly decrease
their uniformity at the 100 mR level but at low
levels (̂ 10 mR), sensitizing made the readings more
uniform. Individual calibration renders the read-
ings more uniform and it appears to be more useful
for sensitized TLDs. The increase in sensitivity
is independent of the exposure in the range 10 -
1000 mR.
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Like; unsensi tized TLLs the sensitized ones are
affected by direct sunligh-. and the light from
fluorescent lamps. However the response of sensi-
tized TLDs, expressed in equivalent mR, is generally
less. There was considerable batch-to-batch varia-
tion in response to l:.ght *rith both standard and
sensitized TLDs.

Fading measurements at SO0 and 100°C showed
that the sensitized TLDs faded loss than standard
TLDs which have been pro-annealed at 30°C for 16
hours to reduce fading.

The measurements reported indicate a superior
performance of the sensitized TLD particularly at
low levels ('-10 mR) . Before this improvement can
be exploited for environmental dosimeters (of which
several hundred are needed) it is necessary to
establish batch-to-batch variations. Up to now,
the batches have been limited to 15 dosimeters to
keep the heating and UV annealing conditions uniform.

7>.n incidental observation of these measurements
lias been the importance of the cleanliness of the
reader in determining reading uniformity with
exposures up to 100 mR.

2.4 AMPLIFYING RADIATION DETECTORS - A.R. Jones

Five amplifying detectors with beryllium
windows have been received from RCA and after
testing two were selected with a resolution of 0.8
keV from a 55Fe X~ray spectrum.

A lead shield and target assembly has been
made to permit observation of K and L X-rays in the
range 3 to 30 keV. Spectra have been obtained from
the L spectra from cadmium, iron, copper and cal-
cium. It has not yet been possible to obtain lower
energy spectra because of the relatively high vol-
tage (35 kV) of the X-ray tube used to excite the
fluorescence X-rays.

2.5 RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTS - A.R. Jones

2.5.1 Pneumatic Messenger Monitor AEP-5296

The circuits have been designed and tested and
the drawing information has been sent to Power
Projects to permit the design of a system to monitor
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message capsules and, where necessary, to eject
contaminated capsules from the system. The monitor
will also indicate, in the control room, whenever
a contaminated capsule is detected. A digital panel
meter indicates the LuLal muni m L e from the
cylindrical array of counters which monitor the cap-
sule. Under low background conditions and at 2.5
mR/h the shielded detector count rates are 11 and 22 per
second respectively. These rates would result from
activities of 40 and 80 nCi 6 °Co an a menage capsule.

The maximum decision time is 10 seconds
(although for a clean or very contaminated capsule
the time can be much shorter). As a result the
monitor could be set to trip at 15 nCi of 6°Co if the
background is low (<0.1 mR/h) but the trip level
would have to be increased to 45 nCi if the back-
ground could vary between 0 and 2.5 mR/h.

2.5.2 Wide Range 3Y Survey Meter AEP-5285

Laboratory testing of the engineering prototype
has been completed and also two field tests at Chalk
River. The digital display, wide range and versa-
tility were appreciated by the users but there was
general criticism of the bulk and weight. Changes in
components, construction materials and the compactness
of the packaging will now be made.

2.5.3 Portable Contamination Monitor AEP-5297

The mechanical design has been started and
attention is being paid to the user requirements
brought out in the prototype testing of the AEP-5285
noted above.

2.5.4 Alpha-In-Air Monitors AEP-5234 and 10110

An operating and maintenance manual is being
prepared.

2.6 TRITIUM MONITORING - R.V. Osborne, A.S. Coveart and
N.W. Tepley

Work on the various monitors detailed in
PR-B-108 has progressed as follows:

(a) Installed Tritium Monitor AEP-5275

Testing of the prototype with the rebuilt
control unit has continued through the latter half
cf the period. The calibrator (AEP-5284) has been
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attached and has provided a daily sensitivity and
response-time check. Operation has been satisfac-
tory except for a 10% deterioration in sensitivity,
attributed to the accumulation of dirt in the
detector froni cin inducMuaLcIy liiLcicu waLCI ^U^^X/.
Revision of drawings continued.

(b) Transportable Tritium Monitor AEP-5270

Assembly of the prototype has continued.
Sufficient chassis and sub-component packages have
been completed for the basic ionization chamber/
electrometer combination to be powered for testing
as the remaining boards and components are added.

(c) High Range Tritium Monitor (for exhaust stacks)
AEP-5293

The monitor has been calibrated with tritium
and has been operating in the laboratory throughout
the period. Wiring and functional schematics have
been completed preparatory to writing the operating
and maintenance manual.

(d) Tritium Monitor Calibrator AEP-5284

The modifications to the engineering drawings
for this calibrator have been completed. The manual
is ready for publication.

In addition a 1 kW radiant still (see AECL-4932,
J.G. Bayly et al) has been acquired for possible use
with one of the water effluent monitors AEP-5252.
Approximately 15 cm3/min of distillate can be
obtained which, passed through an AEP-5252 Tritium-
In-Water Monitor, would give a minimum response time
constant of 8 minutes. Daily testing in the labora-
tory continues so that the stability of the output
flow and debris buildup in the device can be
assessed.

2.7 HAZARDS FROM TRITIUM PRODUCED IN A 3He, NEUTRON FLUX
CONTROL RIG - R.V. Osborne

Process System Design Branch are designing a
rig that uses pressurized 3He to control the neutron
flux reaching fuel in one of the loops in NRX.
Tritium will be formed by the (n,p) reaction on 3He
at rates up to 100 Ci/d. At the designer's request
the modes of exposure of operators to tritium that
might occur during normal operation and following
procedural or equipment faults have been analyzed,
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the dose commitments that could result from such
exposures assessed and the protective devices and
procedures evaluated.

The proposed procedures call for periodic
catalytic oxidation of tritium and collection of
the oxide on molecular sieve contained in the closed
"He system. Out-of-core components are in a
ventilated c/iove box. Monitors for tritium are on
the glove box exhaust (AEP-5293) and outside the
glove uox (AEP-5215A). Factors with the 3He system
that have been considered in the analysis include:

- the radiation-induced oxidation of tritium
and isotopic exchange with water vapour;

- the collection of inefficiency of the
molecular sieve and its increase as the
sieve is loaded with water;

- sorption and desorption of tritiated hydrogen
and tritiated water on and from the inner
surfaces of the tubes and components con-
taining the 3He.

Exposure of operators to tritium beta radiation
can only occur if the tritium escapes from the 3He
containment (bremsstrahlung is absorbed by the steel
walls). The analysis has considered "worst case"
acute and chronic releases combined with various
system and procedural faults. These include loss of
ventilation, loss of glove box integrity, failure to
collect oxidized tritium and failure to oxidize,
Absorption pathways considered are inhalation and
permeation through unprotected and protected skin
which can arise from handling contaminated compon-
ents or from contaminated air.

The dose commitments have been estimated for
46 different sequences leading to exposure and
absorption for operating times from 1 day to 1 year.
Conservative upper limits have been estimated for
parameters, particularly those for which experi-
mental data appear inadequate for the conditions
here. Most uncertain are those associated with
tritiated hydrogen; the behaviour of tritiated
water is more extensively documented. For example,
auto-oxidation and sorption in steel are verv
dependent upon poorly defined inhibitors and oxide
layers respectively; order of magnitude uncertain-
ties exist.

The estimated doses range from less than a few
mrem for acute releases when everything else is
operating normally to a dose of hundreds of rem
that would result from inhalation of glove box air
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contaminated with tritium released as oxide after
accumulating for several days without collection on

cvc. This possibility requires four
system or procedural faults. A proba-

bility analysis for faults has not been attempted;
the completed analysis does indicate, however, that
the greater the dose commitment, then the greater
the number of faults that would have to have occurred.

Alarms on the tritium monitors may be set at
levels that correspond to dose commitment rates of
less than 1 mrem/min for unprotected exposures to
chronic releases. The response times are less than
10 s.

The analysis emphasizes the importance of
ensuring that any oxide formed is collected on
molecular sieve after each operating day and that,
because of an exponential increase in collection
inefficiency for oxide with time, the water loading
of the sieve is limited to 5%.

2.8 DETECTION OF I31I IN AIR - R.M. Kolford

The Iodine-in-Air Monitor, AEP-5217, has
remained in the NRX reactor building for the past
three months, and has operated continuously for
most of this time. Minor problems were experienced
with the high-voltage power supply and with the
recorder pens. One period of excessive gain drift,
apparently in the photomultiplier, was observed,
but corrected itself after a few days. Quantitative
analysis of the response of the instrument to other
iodine isotopes has proved more difficult to
estimate than was expected, and more experimental
work is required.

2.9 MICROSCOPIC FLYING-SPOT SCANNER - R.M. Holford

Conversion of the scanner to count etch-pits
in Kodak LR115 cellulose nitrate foils requires a
redesign of the deflection circuits for the scanning
C.R.T. so that the position of the deflected spot
can be controlled digitally. The deflection signals
will be generated by binary counters driving digital
to analog converters, one each for the horizontal
and vertical deflection circuits. To drive the
deflection yoke a new amplifier has been designed
using four complementary power transistors in a
push-pull cascode (common base) output < -fcuic.
This achieves an acceptably fast response without



the use of large amounts of overall negative
feedback, with its associated stability problems.

2.10 ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION DATA PROCESSING - R.M. Holford

The trial program for processing the data on
the diffusion of "" 'Ar from the reactor stack to
various sampling stations In the vicinity, has been
used to produce preliminary probability distribution
curves for each of the five sampling stations and
for each of the past five years. In general, the
exponential distribution already reported for the
earlier data (pre-1970) was confirmed. The excep-
tions tend to be those cases in which there were
apparently large fluctuations in the background
count-rate and efficiency of the detector during the
year. The uneven quality of the data obtained so
far demonstrates the need for improved reliability
in all parts of the instrumentation if this experi-
ment is to be continued.

2.11 ROUTINE DO?." MONITORING - R.M. Rondeau and J.M. Vincent

2.11.1 Body R_adiat ion_Doses

In the fourteen week period ending 5 February
1976 and in the calendar year to this date there
were the following distributions of radiation
exposure.

Penetrating Radiation Doses - CRNL

Dose Range
rems

No radiation
less than 0.49
0.50 - 0.99
1.00 - 1.49
1.50 - 1.99

Average dose
per monitored
person

Average dose
per exposed
person

Fourteen Weeks

No. of
monitored
persons

92
2582

82
8
i

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
177.29
55.57
9. 02
1.54

38 mrem

91 mrem

Calendar Year

No. of
monitored
persons

115
2635

15

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
130

9.56

5 0 mrem

53 mrem



Penetrating Radiation Doses - PP

Dose Range
reras

No radiation
less tnan 0.49
0.50 - 0.99
1.00 - 1.49

Average dose
per monitored
person

Average dose
per exposed
person

Fourteen Weeks

No. of
monitored
persons

147
12
3
1

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
0.86
5.49
1.09

4 4 mrem

354 mrem

Calendar Year

No. of
monitored
Derso:is

16 5
3

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
0. 11

1 mrem

3 5 mrem

Penetrating Radiation Doses - CP

Dose Range
rems

No radiation
less than 0.49
0.50 - 0.99
1.50 - 1.99

Average dose
per monitored
person

Average dose
per exposed
person

Fourteer

No. of
monitored
persons

17
205

8
1

104

112

Weeks

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
17.60
4.92
1.54

mrem

mrem

Calendar Year

No. of
monitored
persons

20
210

1

56 i

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
11.97
0.88

nrem

61 mrem
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Surface Radiation Doses - CRNL

Dose Range
rems

No radiation
less than 0.49
0.50 - 0.99
1.00 - 1.49
1.50 - 1.99
2.00 - 2.49

Average dose
per monitored
person

Average dose
per exposed
person

Fourteen

No. of
monitored
persons

92
2443
170
46
12
2

Weeks

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
201.78
118.46
55.44
20.28
4.73

14 5 mrem

150 mrem

Calendar Year

No. of
monitored
persons

115
2570

75
5

39

93 i

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
191.44
49.27
5.55

mrem

tirem

Surface Radiation Doses - Pt

Dose Range
rems

No radiation
less than 0.4 9
0.50 - 0.99
1.00 - 1.49

Average dose
per monitored
person

Average dose
per exposed
person

Fourteen Weeks

No. of
monitored
persons

147
13
7
1

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
0.96
4.89
1.09

41 mrem

333 mrem

Calendar Year

No. of
monitored
persons

165
3

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
0.11

1 mrem

35 wrem



Surface Radiation Doses - CP

1 ~ •

Dose Range
rems

No r a d i a t i o n
l e s s than 0.4?
0.50 - 0.99
i .00 - 1.49
1.50 - 1.99

Average dose
per monitored
pt.*. son

Average dose
per exposed
person

Fourteen Weeks

No. of
monitored

persons

17
190

16
7
1

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
24. 34
11.43

8.55
1.65

199 mrem

215 mrem

Calendar Year

No. of
monitored

persons

20
203

8

Total
Dose

Man-rem

0
21.99

5.10

117 mrem

128 mrem

2.11.2 Hand .Radiation Doses

In the calendar year and the fourteen week
period ending 12 flarch 1976 there were the
following distributions of extremity doses as
measured by finger tip TLD's.

less
1.00
2.00

Dose

than
- 1.
- 3.

Range

0.99
99
99

rums

Calendar
Year

.107
10

CRNL
Fourteen

VJoeks

139
1 2
3

CP
Calendar

Year

39
3

Fourteen
Weeks

b?
3

PP
Calandar

Year

1

Fourteen
Weeks

4
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3 . 1 STAFF

Branch Head - I.L. Ophel

Environmental Chemistry and Meteorology

P.J. Barry1 Assistants: P.C. Jay
R.E. Legere
E. Robertson
D.P. Wildsmith

Natural isotope Studies

R.M. Brown Assistant: C D . Fraser

Biochemistry and Microbial Radioecology

D.R. Champ Assistant: J.L. Young

Radiochemistry and Terrestrial Radioecology

W.E. Grummitt Assistants: G. Lahaie
L.A. Mask
H.M. McLaughlin
W.J. Pierson

Contaminant Hydrogeochemistry

R.E. Jackson3 Assistant: K.J. Inchs

Biology and Aquatic Radioecology

J.W. McMahon Assistants: A.E. Docherty
S-R. Gentner

I.L. Ophel Assistant: J.M. Judd

•"•Returned 16 February, 1976 after working 7 months as a
member of the SCOPE Project Working Group at the Moni-
toring and Assessment Research Centre, Chelsea College,
University of London, London, England.

sAttached staff from Research Division, Inland waters
Directorate, Environment Canada, Ottawa, Ontario.
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3.1 STAFF (cont'd)

Hydrology and Trace Element Analysis

W.F. Merritt Assistant: B.A. Risto

Secretarial

D.J. TerMarsch

3.2 STUDIES ON EFFECTS OF HEATED WATER ON AQUATIC ORGANISMS -
J.W. McMahon and A.E. Docherty

Major effort was devoted to overcoming problems as-
sociated with winter-time operation of the Maskinonge
Lake experimental facility and to maintenance and re-
placement of the 5 m dia. polyethylene enclosures in the
lake.

Three separate experiments were terminated due to a
mechanical problem in the heating facility. The shut-
downs resulted in loss of heated water for the experi-
mental column and possible thermal shock to the plankcon.
The problem, attributed to a faulty fuel pump and low
viscosity of No. 2 furnace oil at low temperatures (below
-20°C), has been resolved. No. 1 stove oil is currently
being used and the boiler is now operating in a satis-
factory, reliable manner.

New polyethylene columns were installed on 1 March,
an artificial thermocline was established at 3 m , 24 h
after boiler startup and the experiment is providing a
constant temperature differential of 10°c in the top 3 m
of the experimental column.

Primary productivity measurements show an eight-
fold increase in ^ c assimilation by plankton in the
heated column over values obtained from the control
column and lake.



3.3 ASSAY OP ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE (ATP) - J.W. McMahon
and A.E. Docherty

Methods of estimating the biomass of phytoplankton
based on chlorophyll analyses or total organic carbon
determinations have not been satisfactory. Effort is
now directed towards the investigation of ATP as a re-
liable estimate of cell biomass present in lake waters.
Photometric equipment has been constructed. Sampling
and analytical techniques are currently being studied.

3.4 INTERACTION OF TEMPERATURE AND TOXIC CHEMICALS ON ALGAE -
S-R. Gentner

In preparation for studying the combined effects
of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) or pesticides and
temperature on algae, the chromatographic properties of
Arochlor 1221 and 1242 and DDT are being studied using
a Varian Aerograph 1860 Gas Chromatograph fitted with a
63̂ fi electron capture detector. since the electron cap-
ture detector has not been used previously, its responses
to input are being thoroughly examined. Picogram quanti-
ties of DDT and Arochlor are being detected. Extraction
methods of PCBs from water and algae are being evaluated.
It has been determined that the polyethylene used for
experimental enclosures in Maskinonge Lake is not a
source of PCBs.

As a project for visiting high school students, the
toxicity of cadmium to Ankistrodesmus braunii was
examined.

3.5 BIOCHEMISTRY AND MICROBIAL ECOLOGY - D.R. Champ and J.L.
Young

The biochemistry program has evolved into a two-
pronged effort involving firstly, an examination of
human tissue culture cells for specific enzymatic acti-
vities involved in DNA repair and secondly, the isola-
tion from chick embryos of an endonuclease activity
specific for gamma irradiation damage.
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3.5 BIOCHEMISTRY AND MICROBIAL ECOLOGY (cont'd)

Discussions regarding the interfacing of our micro-
bial studies with other programs at CRNL, current and
proposed, have occurred. The possible areas of involve-
ment and extent of participation are currently being as-
sessed.

3.5.1 Enzymoloqical Assessment of DNA Repair - Deficient
Human Tissue Culture Cells

A fibroblast strain derived from a "normal"
patient has been cultured, the cells harvested and
cell-free extracts prepared. Prom a relatively small
quantity of cells, approximately 4 x 10 , an extract
containing approximately 11 mg of soluble protein has
been prepared. These extracts have been examined for
enzymatic activity by testing their relative proficiency
at introducing single-strand breaks into DNA gamma ir-
radiated (_in vivo) versus unirradiated DNA. The re-
sults have demonstrated that cultured human fibroblasts
derived from "normal" patients contain an endonuclease
specific for gamma irradiation damage. This finding
confirms the _in vivo results of M.C. Paterson (Biology
Branch) which have indicated that human fibroblast
cells are proficient in excision repair of radiation
damage.

The isolation of a gamma endonuclease activity
from chick embryos has been somewhat delayed due to
our efforts with the human fibroblast cells. In addi-
tion, a large proportion of the eggs obtained recently
were infertile. Corrective measures are presently be-
ing taken to compensate for this problem.

3.5.2 Microbial Ecology

The biological components of soils almost certainly
have a substantial effect upon the fate of many pollu-
tants, candies concerning the putative relationships



3.5.2 Microbial Ecology (cont'd)

between microbial populations and the fate of pollutants
(radionuclides) in subsurface regions are being planned.

We are currently examining the literature for cor-
relations between the microbial populations which may
exist in any given subsurface region and the environ-
mental conditions of that regions (i.e. geology, pres-
sure, temperatures, pH, porosity, oxygen and nutrients
concentrations, etc.). It is anticipated that these
correlations together with the physical data currently
available from studies by R.E. Jackson and others will
enable us to concentrate upon analytical techniques for
a smaller range of organisms.

3.6 AQUATIC RADIOECOLOGY AND FRESHWATER BIOLOGY - I.L.
Ophel and J.M. Judd

3.6.1 Role of Organic Matter in 'che Perch Lake Ecosystem

Investigation of the cation-exchange relationships
of Perch Lake sediments has been started. Initially,
the water-sediment exchange of cobalt and strontium are
being studied. using radioactive 6 0 Q O and 85c;x- as
tracers techniques that will determine both the ex-
change and fixation capacities of the organic and in-
organic fractions of the sediments are being established.

3.6.2 Strontium-Calcium Metabolism in Fish

No further experimental work has been done on this
study. Results are being analyzed from previous exper-
iments dealing with the biological half-lives of both
85Sr and 47ca in fish maintained in waters containing
different Sr/ca ratios.
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3.7 ST. LAWRENCE RIVER STUDIES - I.L. Ophel

The Thermopol Research Gror 3 from the Universite
du Quebec a Trois-Rivieres visited CRNL and presented a
report on the progress of their contract research on
the effects of the heated water discharge from Gentilly
Nuclear Generating Station on the biota of the St.
Lawrence River. Discussions were held regarding pos-
sible future studies at both the power station site
and the vicinity of the Laprade Heavy water Plant.

3.8 PERCH LAKE PROJECT - P.J. Barry, P.C. Jay, R.E. Legere,
E. Robertson ^nd n P wildsmith

3.8.1 Evaporation

Analysis of data collected at Perch Lake during
the summer of 1975 continues. Hourly energy budgets
have been calculated for 15 days in ar attempt to gain
a better understanding of the processes involved.

Lake evaporation estimates from the 1975 evapora-
tion pan experiments have been received from the Atmos-
pheric Environment Service. Agreement between esti-
mates from pans mounted on platforms above the lake
surface and energy budget estimates is good. Shore pans
underestimate the evaporation while partially submerged
ones overestimate it.

Five-day mean water temperatures at the surface
and at 1.75 m and 3 m depths show how the upper layer
warms more quickly than the lower in the spring and
early summer. On 29 July the temperature gradient dis-
appeared for a few days and then was re-established
due to further strong heating at the surface. After
23 August the lake cooled continuously and was well
mixed.



3.8.1 Evaporation (cont'd)

Stream flow data compilations for 1975 have not
been received yet so the water budget for 1975 can not
be calculated. However, an estimate of subsurface flow
into the lake has been made for the period during which
there was no surface stream flow. This lasted from
10 July to 2 9 September. Tritiated water evaporation
and subsurface input were estimated for the same period.

Water and Tritium Budgets for Dry Period
10 july-2 9 September, 1975

1
1

Change in storage

Net surface inflow

Precipitation

Evaporation

Subsurface inflow

Water

m3 x 103

+31.0

0

63

123

yl

HTO

Ci

-20

0

0

43

23

3.8.2 Chemistry

Most of the water samples collected last summer
have been analyzed for the various cations and anions
which are of interest to the Perch Lake study. Over
3,000 samples have been aspirated using the atomic ab-
sorption spectrophotometer to determine concentrations
of Mg, Al, K, Mn, Fe and Zn in the waters from the Perch
Lake area. Another 200 samples have been analyzed for
Na and Ca by flame-emission spectrophotometry.

3,9 ATMOSPHERIC DIFFUSION STUDY - P.J. Barry and P.C. Jay

Routine observations continued during the quarter.
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JS.10 WASTE MANAGEMENT AREA - W.F. Merritt and B.A. Risto

Sampling of soil and ground water on a grid system
in the "B" Waste Management Area has been completed.
As soon as the weather permits wash boring, wells will
be installed for water table studies and radioactivity
monitoring.

A surface seepage of tritium into the main stream
has appeared on the north side of "B" Waste Management
Area. The source and underground pathway is being in-
vestigated .

A series of samples along the length of the under-
ground radioactive plumes from the 1954 and 1955 test
disposals have been taken for analysi;.

3.11 NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS - W.F. Merritt

3.11.1 Ottawa River Bottom Sediments

Comparison of trace element concentrations in
sediment samples taken from the bottom of the Ottawa
River with sediment samples collected in pots near the
bottom have shown quite wide differences in element
concentration. For many elements, the bottom samples
are depleted with regard to the settling samples, in-
dicating redissolution of some elements. On the other
hand, certain other elements are enriched in bottom
samples. This could indicate continued adsorption or
possibly a seasonal effect.

3.11.2 Perch Lake Ground Water Samples

Trace ele.nent concentrations in ground water from
the upper sands in different parts of the Perch Lake
basin have been found to differ widely (more than fac-
tors of 10). These sands have always been considered
to be reasonably homogeneous as to chemical composition.
The differences in trace element concentrations serve to
emphasize our limited knowledge of the hydrogeochemistry
of •••he area..
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3,12 CONTAMINANT HYDROGEOCHEMISTRY - R.E. Jackson and K.J.
Inch

Chemical analyses of the ground waters affected
by Disposal Area "A" were completed. Ground water was
analyzed for all the major cations and anions plus eH,
pH, organic carbon and silica. The results were put
into a computer program which determines equilibrium
relations between minerals. These relationships are
needed for the interpretation of hydrochemical pro-
cesses at work in thi.s area.

A more detailed study of clay mineralogy is being
done. In co-operation with W.F. Merritt and B.A. Risto,
core samples were taken at 30.5 m intervals. The clay
fraction was separated from the predominantly sand sedi-
ments and sent away to be analyzed by X-ray diffraction.

Again in co-operation with W.F. Merritt and B.A.
Risto, the new position of the ^ S r plume front (from
the radioactive waste disposals of 1954 and 1955) is
presently being determined. A coring program consisted
of taking samples every 15.25 m along the axis of the
plume at 0.61 m intervals to a depth of 10.37 m.
Crcsc sections for these plumes in their present loca-
tions are nearly finished. These will be compared with
former positions of the plumes in 1960, 1961, 1965,
1970 and 1971.

A study of evapotranspiration in Perch Lake was
started. The data were taken from water level chart
records. The results are being graphically compared
on a daily basis with ground water levels, hours of
sunlight, precipitation, temperature and with results
provided by P.J. Barry from evaporation studies.
Monthly average comparisons are also being made. Data
will again be collected this summer to compare water
level evapotranspiration and lysimeter evapotranspira-
tion results.



3.13 ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF PRECIPITATION - R.M. Brown and
C D . Fraser

A continuing record of the input of tritium,
deuterium and oxygen-18 in precipitation to surface
and subsurface hydrological systems is basic to their
use in hydrological studies. Monthly composite sam-
ples of precipitation from nine sites across Canada arc
being analyzed for tritium and deuterium at CRNL and
•1-80 at Department of Earth Sciences, University of
Waterloo. It is of particular interest to observe the
influence of geographical location and origin of pre-
cipitating air mass on the deuterium-^O relationship.

3.14 ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION OF TRITIATED WATER FROM CRNL
AND NPD - R.M. Brown and C D . Fraser

A survey of the concentration of tritium in snow
of the surrounding area has been undertaken to study
the extent of deposition of tritiated water from CRNL
and NPD. Snow cores have been taken 30 km up and down
the prevailing wind track with cross sections where
permitted by accessability.

3.15 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT - I.L. Ophel

In co-operation with staff from the Whiteshell
Nuclear Research Establishment of AECL a long-term
study has been initiated aimed at expressing the en-
vironmental impact of the future Canadian nuclear fuel
cycle in terms of collective radiation dose to the
human population.

Three temporary working groups have been formed
within the branch to consider and report on available
data for tritium, strontium-90 and cesium-137.
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3.15.1 Working Group on Tritium - P.J. Barry, R.M. Brown,
W.E. Grummitt, P.C. Jay and J.W. McMahon

The immediate objective will be to estimate the
effect of HTO releases from CRNL and NPD on all af-
fected populations. CRNL is well suited for such a
pilot study in view of existing data on source re-
leases and knowledge of dispersal of fallout tritium
in the Ottawa River system. Information on release
rates, individual dispersal pathways and population
densities will be brought together.

15IS.2 Working Group on Strontium-90 - J.M. Judd, w.P.
Merritt and I.L. Ophel

90
Available data on Sr for CRNL and other Cana-

dian sites has been considered in terms of sources
and environmental pathways. A great deal of informa-
tion is available on concentration factors but dietary
data for local populations is lacking.

3.15.3 Working Group on Cesium-137 - D.R. Champ, W.E. Grummitt,
G. Lahaie and W.F. Merritt

The group has reviewed environmental monitoring
data and research results which might be used to
make an assessment of the environmental impact of
radiocesium releases.

More information is needed on the transport of
cesium in the Ottawa River. This might be obtained
by lc king at the fate of -L34Cs discharged by CRNL.
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3.16 G/.'MA DOSE RATES AT THE CRNL BOUNDARY - W.E. Grummitt

TLDs placed at the perimeter of the CRNL exclu-
sion area are used to measure mean dose rates and the
annual integrated dose. Results for 1975 give the sum
of contributions from CRNL and natural gamma radiation.
Values are lower during the winter months because of
shielding of the terrestrial component by the snow
cover.

TLD Gamma Dose Rates in Public Area*

Location
(See Figure 3)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

13

Harrington Bay**

Deep River

Fourth Quarter
197 5

5.2

6.0

3.5

5.2

4.3

5.2

5.6

7.7

10.2

7.7

6.4

1975.
Average

13.8

8.4

5.3

8.4

6.9

6.3

8.7

11.3

10.6

9.3

9.8

*Sum of natural background and airborne contamination
from CRNL. The contribution from cosmic radiation.

**Harrington Bay, P.Q., 11 km east from plant stack.
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3.17 OFF-SITE; MONITORING - W.E. Grummitt

Precipitation samples collected from the area
around the Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD) Station,
Rolphton, and from Deep River were analyzed radio-
chemically for Sr and spectrometrically for 1 3 7 Q S

and other gamma emitters. Monthly composite samples
of water from the Ottawa River, collected at Rolphton,
Deep River and Pembroke, were also analyzed for
gamma-emitting nuclides, tritium and Sr. Gamma ray
spectrometry is being used wherever possible, elimi-
nating radiochemical separation of elements other than
strontium, sulphur, phosphorus and plutonium. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 1. The main source of ac-
tivity in these samples continues to be weapons'
fallout.

3.18 LIQUID EFFLUENT MONITORING - W.E. Grumittt

At CRNL, four liquid effluent streams discharge
radioactivity to the river from the Inner Area. They
are the Process and sanitary Sewers plus the 04 Storm
Sewer and 0 4 A Seepage Drain. Each of these is sampled
regularly and is analyzed for individual nuclides. The
mean daily releases from the Process Sewer are given in
the table for the fourth quarter of 1975. Most of the
radionuclides are now measured by gamma ray spectrometry.

A new computer program gives results directly in
millicuries per day for each nuclide entirely eliminat-
ing the variable correction for factors such as flow
rate and radioactive decay.

Perch Creek (see map. Figure 3), draining Perch
Lake and the Disposal Areas, also flows into the river
and is sampled regularly. The total amount of radio-
activity discharged from CRNL per day is calculated
from the measured flow rates and radionuclide concen-
trations in individual streams (see Figure 2).
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3.18 LIQUID EFFLUENT MONITORING (cont'd)

Mean Daily Release from the Process Sewer
(mCi/day)

Radionuclides Daily Release

90
Sr

137
Cs

144
Ce

106
Ru

140
Ba

131.

2? 9.
Np

95
Zr

54
Mn

46
Sc

59
Pe

65
Zn

60
Co

7

8

4 4 .

9 .

6 4 .

4 0 .

5 0 .

5 8 .

5 .

5 .

3 .

4 3 .

1 .

6

5

3

1

6

2

9

6

2

4

7

1

3

At no time did the average concentrations of
radioactivity in the combined effluent flows exceed
1% of the ICRP 40-hour occupational MPC for drinking
water.
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3.19 LIQUID DISPOSAL AREA - W.E. Grummitt

Weekly samples and flow readings were taken at
weirs on the surface streams carrying contaminated
seepage water from the Liquid Disposal Area into Perch
and Maskinonge Lakes (see map, Figure 3 ) . Samples
were combined and analyzed monthly for 9 0Sr, 3 5S and
3H as well as quarterly for gamma-emitting radionu-
clides. Strontium-90, SOco and 3H are still the main
contaminants in the Perch Lake basin.

3.20 TRITIUM SURVEY - W.E. Grummitt and G. Lahaie

Average concentrations of tritium in streams with-
in the exclusion area are given in the table together
with the amount released during the fourth quarter of
1975.

Tritium in Streams in the Exclusion Area

Process Sewer

Sanitary Sewer

04 Storm Sewer

04A (building
610 drainage)

Perch Creek

Duke Stream*

Fourth Quarter 1975

Concentration
llCi/l

0

0

0

0

0

3

.02 9

.08

.001

.77

.12

.0

Quarterly
Release

Ci

350

5

0.3

21

79

1975
Total

Ci

2 950

50

1.7

13

320

270

*Duke Stream discharges into Maskinonge Lake; all

other streams flow directly to the Ottawa River.
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3.21 SURVEY SUMMARY - W.E. Grummitt

No significant contamination of the environment
resulting from operations at CRNL has been detected
in these surveys.

3.2 2 PUBLICATIONS

Barry, P.J. and 13. Robertson. A brief review of the
principal results of the Perch Lake evaporation
study, pp. 103-125 in Canadian Hydrology Symposium
7 5 Proceedings. NRC, Ottawa. NRCC No. 15195.

Fritz, P.1, F.W. Render", R,M. Brown and R.J. Drimmie1 .
Environmental isotopes in the groundwater of the
upper -arbonate aquifer in central Manitoba, pp.
370-376 in Canadian Hydrology j3ynvposium 75 Pro-
ceedings. NRC, Ottawa. NRCC No. 15195.

Fritz, P.1 , E.R. Reardon1 , J.A. Cherry1 , R.W.D. Killey1 ,
D.C. McNaughton1 and R.M. Brown. ABSTRACT: Car-
bonate and carbon isotopes in the groundwater of a
small sand-till aquifer at Chalk River, Ontario,
p. 41 in Program with Abstracts Vol. 1, Geological
Association of Canada/Mineralogical Association of
Canada, 1976 Annual Meeting. Edmonton, Alberta.

Merritt, W.F. ABSTRACT: Trace element composition of
ground water from the Perch Lake basin determined
by instrumental neutron activation analysis, p. 49
in Program with Abstracts Vol. 1, Geological As-
sociation of Canada/Mineralogical Association of
Canada, 1976 Annual Meeting. Edmonton, Alberta.

1 Department of Earth Sciences, University of Waterloo,
Waterloo, Ontario.

3Water Resources Branch, Manitoba Department of the
Environment, Winnipeg, Manitoba.
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3.22 PUBLICATIONS (cont'd)

Grisak, G.E.1 and W.P. Merritt. ABSTRACT: Ground wa-
ter velocity measurements by point dilution using
a non-radioactive tracer, p. 54 in Program with
Abstracts Vol. 1, Geological Association of Canada/
Mineraloqical Association of Canada, 1976 Annual
Meeting. Edmonton, Alberta.

Ophel, I.L. ABSTRACT: Environmental considerations in
the Canadian nuclear power program, pp. 19-21 in
L'Energie Nucleaire: Ses Impacts Sur l'Environne-
ment. Universite du Quebec a Trois-Rivieres,
Trois-Rivieres, Quebec.

Gay, B. 3, M.J.B. La Croix2 and I.L. Ophel [Editors].
Low-Grade Heat: A Resource in cold Climates.
Proc. of Workshop held at Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories, 6-10 October, 1975. Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited, Report AECL-5322.

Robertson, E., D.P. Wildsmith and P.c. Jay. Energy,
water and tritium budgets for Perch Lake: 1974.
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Report AECL-5380.

3.2 3 VERBAL PRESENTATIONS

3.23.1 Presented Papers

Merritt, W.F. "Trace element content of precipitation
in a remote area". Presented at IAEA Int'l Symp.
on Development of Nuclear-Based Techniques for
Measurement Detection & Control of Environmental
Pollutants, 15-19 March, Vienna, Austria. [To
be published in proceedings]

•"•Earth Sciences & Licensing Division, Environmental
Protection Services, Alberta Environment, Lethbridge,
Alberta.

2 Technical Information Branch, AECL, CRNL, Chalk
River, Ontario
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3.2 3.1 Presented Papers (cont'd)

Merritt, W.F. "The leaching of radioactivity from
highly radioactive glass blocks buried below the
wai.er table: Fifteen years of results". Pre-
sented at IAEA/NEA Int' 1 Symp. on Management of
Radioactive Wastes from the Nuclear Fuel Cycle,
22-26 March, Vienna, Austria. [To be published
in proceedings - AECL-5317]

3.23.2 Local Talks

Barry, P.J. "Meteorology and atmospheric dispersion".
Presented to instructors from Hydro-Quebec, Nu-
clear Training Centre, Gentilly, Quebec.on
2 5 March, 1976.

Brown, R.M. "Activities of the Environmental Research
Branch". Presented to Concordia University stu-
dents, Montreal, Quebec on 26 March, 1976.

Grummitt, W.E. "Environmental monitoring". Presented
to instructors from Hydro-Quebec, Nuclear Training
Centre, Gentilly, Quebec, on 25 March, 1976.

McMahon, J.W. "Nuclear power and the environment".
Presented at Canadian Forces Nuclear, Biological
and Chemical Staff Officers' Course on 11 March,

McMahon, J.W. "waste heat studies". Presented to in
structors from Hydro-Quebec, Nuclear Training
Centre, Gentilly, Quebec, on 25 March, 1976.

Merritt, W.F. "Radioisotopes: How they apply in
physics, chemistry and biology". Presented at
Science Teachers' Seminar on 27-28 February,
1976.
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3-2 3.2 Local Talks (cont'd)

Ophel, I.L. "Food-chains". Presented at Science
Teachers' Seminar on 27-28 February, 1976.

Ophel, I.L. and J.M. Judd. "Radioecology". Presented
to instructors from Hydro-Quebec, Nuclear Train-
ing Centre, Gentilly, Quebec, on 25 March, 1976.

Ophel, I.L. "Effects of thermal discharges and uses
of waste heat". Presented to Ontario Royal
Commission on Electrical Power Production on
26 March, 1976.

3.24 INVITED SPEAKERS

Dr. D.F.W. Pollard, Petawawa Forest Experiment Station,
Environment Canada, Chalk River, Ontario - "Report
on a recent visit to biological research insti-
tutes in China" on 22 January, 1976.

Dr. A. Friedman, Chemistry Department, Argonne National
Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois, U.S.A. - "Study on
migration of plutonium and americium in soils" on
5 February, 1976.
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POPULATION RESEARCH BRANCH

by

Howard B. Newcombe

4.1 Staff

4.2 Aims of the Branch

TUMOR INDUCTION IN MAMMALS

4.3 Additive versus multiplicative effects in radiation
carcinogenesis

METHODS FOR DERIVING HUMAN DATA ON
DISEASES LIKELY TO BE INCREASED BY
IRRADIATION — DEVELOPMENT OF THE

INFORMATION SOURCES

4.4 Linking ill-health records for children to birth
summary records

4.5 AECL-UBC collaborative record linkage project

4.6 AECL-UBC collaboration — other work started at AECL

4.7 Collaboration with other outside agencies

PUBLICATIONS AND INVITED SPEAKERS

4.8 Publications



4.1 STAFF

Branch Head - H.B. Newcointae

Hereditary changes and tumor induction in vertebratos

Assistant J.F. McGregor

Methods for deriving human data on diseases likely to
be increased by irradiation

M.E. Smith

Secretarial - C.I. Walters

Replacing B.L. Phillips who left 31 December, 1975
on Maternity Leave.
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4.2 AIMS OF THE BRANCH

The Branch attempts to obtain biological data
with which to assess the consequences of exposing large
numbers of people to low levels of radiation. Information
is derived from irradiated and unirradiated populations
of laboratory animals, and new computer methods are
being developed at CRNL for extracting data for man
from existing vital and health records.

TUMOR INDUCTION IN MAMMALS

4.3 ADDITIVE VERSUS MULTIPLICATIVE EFFECTS IN RADIATION
CARCINOGENESIS - H.B. Newcombe and J.F. McGregor

The third, and final, phase of the current experi-
ment on synergism between radiation and environmental
carcinogens (see PR-B-108) began in February. Four
hundred and eight animals were irradiated and treated
as follows: 200 were painted with cigarette tar
three times weekly, 60 with acetone 3 times weekly,
48 with 2~anthramine 2 times weekly, and 100 received
no chemical treatment after the irradiation. The
animals used were CD strain male white rats. The
irradiations consisted of single exposures of the skin
to 1600 rads of beta radiation. The chemicals were
dissolved in acetone for the post-irradiation paintings,
cigarette tar as a 40% solution, and anthramine as 0.2,
0 5 and 1.0% solutions each of which was applied to 16
of the 48 animals. Treatments will extend over a period
of one year, and the experiment is expected to be
terminated at 18 months after irradiation.

METHODS FOR DERIVING HUMAN DATA ON
DISEASES LIKELY TO BE INCREASED BY
IRRADIATION — DEVELOPMENT OF THE

INFORMATION SOURCES

4.4 LINKING ILL-HEALTH RECORDS FOR CHILDREN TO BIRTH SUMMARY
RECORDS - H.B. Newcombe and M.E. Smith

A file of 324,000 British Columbia ill-health records
were linked earlier to their appropriate birth registra-
tions, using computer techniques, as an initial step in
the creation of individual health histories for
children from birth onward. A test of the accuracy of
these computer linkages is made possible because about
46,000 of t.ie same handicap, congenital anomaly



surveillance, ana death records nad also been xinKeei
manually, in British Columbia, to the 1946-70 birth
registrations. These manual linkages are now being
compared with the corresponding computer linkages to
determine whether there are any differences dn the
results of the two procedures. From the comparisons,,
estimates will be made of the respective error rates,
and new rules will be devised to improve the accuracy
of the computer linkages.

The procedure was as follows:

All ill-health records for which both a manual and
computer linkage had been attempted were selected off
by computer, and grouped into five categories, in
which: (1) the computer-derived and the manually
derived birth registration numbers both agreed (9 4.89%) ;
(2) the computer and manual searcher disagreed (1.85%);
(3) only the computer succeeded in finding a birth record
(0.94%); (4) only the manual searcher succeeded in
finding a birth record (1.87%) and (5) neither the
computer nor the searcher found a birth record, but the
birthplace was stated as British Columbia and the event
occurred in the period 1946-70 (0.45%).

A 1946-70 three-word birth summary file, sorted
by event year and registration number, was then used to
extract all birth record information where the result
of the manual linkage differed from that of the computer
linkage. A printout has been prepared of over 2 300
records falling in categories (2-5), including a
printout of both birth records where the manual and
computer linkages differed. Examination of these
listings is currently in progress.

4.5 AECL-UBC COLLABORATIVE RECORD LINKAGE PROJECT

The Population Research Branch of CRNL and the
Department of Medical Genetics of the University of
British Columbia are currently collaborating on a
project that involves linking vital and ill-health
records into individual and family histories. At
present Chalk River is concerned principally with linking
health events into individual histories, while UBC is
carrying out family linkage.

A computer program to link into family groupings
a total of about 400,000 1P46-70 B.C. marriage records
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plus one mixxion oj-Xth records, using the methods
and rules developed earlier at CRNL, is being written
by Dr. B.K. Trimble and Mr. Soo Hong Uh of UBC. The
first linkage tests have now been carried out using
records of 5500 marriages and 23300 births, from parts
of the files known to present special difficulties due
to common surnames and Oriental names.

The results of these tests were examined in
detail during a one week visit of Mr. Soo Hong Uh to
CRNL. Refinements to the system of "weighting" agree-
ments and disagreements were suggested, including:
(1) making allowance, in the form of a negative weight
for the total number of records in the master file,
(2) creating a new table of weights for birthplace
code agreement, especially when both the bride and
groom are from the same country, such as China, (3)
expanding the table of weights for place of event
agreement, and (4) setting a new threshold weight to
separate the linked records from the non-links.

4.6 AECL-UBC COLLABORATION -- OTHER WORK STARTED AT AECL

A proposal for a three-year study to examine the
relationship between maternal irradiation histories
and the risk of giving birth to a child with Down's
syndrome was drawn, up earlier at CRNL by Dr. B.K. Trimble.
This project was initiated at UBC last year. Further
funding in the amount of $33,000 has just received
approval by the Atomic Energy Control Board for con-
tinuation of this work in its second year.

4.7 COLLABORATION WITH OTHER OUTSIDE AGENCIES

A report entitled "A Method of Monitoring Nationally
For Possible Delayed Effects of Various Occupational
Environments" was prepared earlier at CRNL at the
request of the Biological Subcommittee of the National
Research Council's Associate Committee on Scientific
Criteria for Environmental Quality. This report proposed
that use be made of existing centralized files of
machine-readable records containing information about
employment histories, and of the vital and health
record systems, to monitor the whole of Canadian
industry for possible delayed effects on health and well-
being. 11 is understood that this proposed study will
now be sponsored by the National Cancer Institute of
Canada,
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PUBLICATIONS AND INVITED SPEAKERS

4.8 PUBLICATIONS

McGregor, J.F. - Tumor-promoting activity of cigarette
tar in rat skin exposed to irradiation. J. Natl.
Cancer Inst. 5jj_, 429-430 (1976) .
(AECL-5323) .
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by

A.M. Marko (Acting)

5.1 STAFF

BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

5.2 Organization of Polypyrimidines in the Mouse Genome

5.3 Radiation-Induced Tumors in Rats
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5.1 STAFF

Branch Head - A.M. Marko (Acting)

BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

RNA Molecules
H.C. Birnboim

Radiation Biochemistry
D.K. Myers

Repair of DNA in Bacteria
RTE.J. Mitchel

Enzymatic Repair of Radiation Damage
N.E. Gentner Assistant

DNA Repair in Cultivated Human Cells
M.C. Paterson Assistants

DNA Replication and Repair in Fungi
P~. Unrau Assistant

GENETICS, DEVELOPMENT AND
POPULATION STUDIES

Assistants

Assistant

Assistant

J.M.
A.G.

L.D.

K.M.

Ostrora
Knight

Johnson

Baird

M.M. Werner

B.P.
P.A.

Smith
Knight

C.E. Grant

Bacteriophage T4 Genetics
•J.D. Childs

Secretarial -

Assistant G.D. Chant

C. Walters ,
B.A. McCarthy

Laboratory Attendants 4
M.A. Jones, B. Buhnke and R.M. Bechamp

2Resigned February 13, 1976.
-.Replacing B.L. Phillips, who is on Maternity Leave.
.Replacement for C. Walters
Transferred from Biology Branch to Mechanical Services
February 23, 1976.
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BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

5.2 ORGANIZATION OF POLYPYRIMIDINES IN THE MOUSE GENOME -
H.C. Birnboim, J.M. Ostrom* and A.G. Knight

We have been developing a method for studying the
arrangement of polypyrimidine segments in the mouse
genome. The method employs poly r(A,G), a synthetic
ribopolymer, which complexes at specific sites in DNA.
Indirect evidence suggested that poly r(A,G) was able
to bind to DNA only at a polypyrimidine region, and
not at other sites. We have attempted to provide more
direct evidence about the nature of the site at which
poly r(A,G) attaches. Two principal approaches were
employed. First, poly r(A,G) was complexed with a
DNA hydrolysate which contained a mixture of all sizes
of pyrimidine tracts. Only large tracts appear able to
complex with poly r(A,G). In the second approach, DNA
was complexed with poly r(A,G) and treated with nuclease
SI, an enzyme which should digest non-complexed DNA,
leaving complexed DNA intact. This small amount of
complexed DNA was checked for its content of poly-
pyrimidines. Both experimental approaches have provided
support for the view that poly r(A,G) is a selective
probe for polypyrimidine segments in DNA. However, the
results are not as yet definitive.

5.3 RADIATION-INDUCED TUMORS IN RATS - D.K. Myers and
L.D. Johnson

Experiments were commenced in 19 75 on the induction
of mammary tumors in female Sprague-Dawley rats by
y-radiation and two chemicals, separately and in
combination. These experiments are now being terminated
and the data are currently being tabulated.

5.4 REPAIR OF DOUBLE STRAND BREAKS IN M. RADIODURANS DNA -
D.K. Myers and L.D. Johnson

In order to understand the reason why M. radiodurans
cells die after very high doses of radiation, we have
been exploring the repair of double strand breaks in
the DNA of these cells. It was found previously that
wild-type cells are capable of repairing as many as

^Resigned February 13, 1976.



i800 double strand breaks per cell after irradiation
in the presence of oxygen. This is highly unusual
compared to other more radiosensitive cells where it
is known that, under certain circumstances, one double
strand break per cell can be a lethal event. As
judged by the results obtained with M. radiodurans
mutants, the efficiency of the repair in wild-type
cells is primarily associated in some way with the
recombinational repair system.

Our present data suggest that the reason why these
cells eventually die may be a failure of the repair
system after very high radiation doses. The current
evidence for this conclusion is that M. radiodurans
cells can repair double strand breaks efficiently in
growth medium after radiation doses (e.g. 0.6 Megarads)
where most of the cells survive in growth medium but
fail to repair double strand breaks after radiation doses
(e.g. 1.5 Megarads) where most of the cells die in
growth medium. Secondly, a limited amount of repair
does occur in barbital buffer after 1.5 Megarads and
cell survival is increased by this treatment. This
implies that the shape of the dose-effect curve
observed with M. radiodurans is not due to any
combination of single and double hits as has been
suggested, but rather to an ultimate failure in the
repair systems to cope with the radiation damage. We
intend to explore this conclusion in more detail with
M. radiodurans and then to see if the same conclusion
is applicable to other types of cells.

5.5 YIELD OF DOUBLE STRAND BREAKS IN M. RADIODURANS DNA -
D.K. Myers and L.D. Johnson

Exposure of cells to ionizing radiation results
in single strand breaks, double strand breaks and
base damage in their DNA. Each of these types of
damage could be lethal to the cell. However, previous
experiments comparing the effects of 1-125 and y-radiation
on M. radiodurans suggested that double strand breaks
in the DNA might be the crucial lethal damage for these
particular cells. We have therefore been exploring the
yield of double strand breaks under various conditions.

The number of double strand breaks produced per
gram of DNA and per rad of Y-radiation is essentially
identical for 3 strains of M. radiodurans which differ
in ability to survive radiation by approximately 40-fold.
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Thus the relative radiosensitivities of these three
strains are dependant upon their ability to repair the
radiation damage and not upon any differences in the
amount of damage produced initially. The yield of
double strand breaks is lower when the cells are
irradiated under nitrogen and cell survival is also
correspondingly increased 2-fold when irradiation is
carried out under nitrogen rather than under oxygen.

However, two other factors remain unexplained as
yet. If the cells are irradiated in the presence of
EDTA, the yield of double strand breaks is identical
under oxic and anoxic conditions, but cell survival
remains higher under anoxic conditions, just as it
does in the absence of EDTA. Secondly, the yield of
double strand breaks is approximately 7 times greater
in intact cells than it is in spheroplasts of the same
cells. An explanation for these two observations is
required before we can claim to understand the relation-
ship between double strand breaks in the DNA and
radiation-induced lethality.

5.6 REVERSAL OF OXYGEN-ENHANCEMENT RATIOS BY NEM -
D.K. Myers and J.D. Childs

Most living cells are 2-3 times less sensitive to
the lethal effects of y-radiation when irradiated under
nitrogen rather than oxygen. This oxygen-enhancement
ratio (OER) is known to be decreased, closer to a value
of 1, when the cells are irradiated in the presence
of N-ethylamaleimide (NEM), nitrofurazone or related
radiosensitizers. These radiosensitizers have therefore
in the past often been designated as "oxygen-mimetics".

Experiments were initiated to find out why NEM
had been reported not to affect the OER for M. radiodurans.
It was soon discovered that both NEM and nitrofurazone
are completely destroyed under nitrogen by radiation
doses of 0.2-0.4 Megarads, far below the doses required
to kill this radioresistant bacterium. When the effects
were studied with the more radiosensitive rec-30
mutant of M. radiodurans, which normally has a relatively
low OER, an unusual reversal of the OER was observed.
The OER decreased from 1.4 in phosphate buffer alone,
to 0.3 in buffer plus 2 mM NEM and to 0.5 in buffer
plus 1 mM nitrofurazone. Similar but less dramatic
reversals of the OER were observed when buffer was
replaced by broth or other media containing organic
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materials to scavenge free radicals in the extracellular
medium.

Studies were therefore undertaken with the simpler
T4 bacteriophage system, where it is known that there
is normally no enhancement of radiation damage by oxygen.
The OER again decreased from 0.9 when irradiated in
broth alone to 0.6 in broth plus 2 mM NEM. Further
studies on the nature of the radiation damage remain
to be carried out.

Spectroscopic studies on the radiation-induced
destruction of NEM showed that NEM forms an unidentified
product, probably a dimer, when irradiated in buffer
under nitrogen or nitrous oxide but not when irradiated
under oxygen, even though the NEM itself is still
destroyed by irradiation under oxygen. The current
hypothesis to explain these results on NEM destruction
is that the NEMOH•radical formed during irradiation
remains available for reaction with another organic
molecule, e.g. another NEM molecule, in the absence of
oxygen but is rapidly scavenged by oxygen itself. This
hypothesis is consistent with the survival data obtained
with the rec-30 cells and with T4 bacteriophage, if we
assume that in these cases the NEMOH*radical would
also remain available for reaction with DNA in the
absence but not in the presence cf oxygen.

These experiments show that it is not strictly
correct to call NEM, nitrofurazone and related
radiosensitizers "oxygen-mimetics". These compounds
can introduce additional radiation damage beyond that
observed with oxygen. Although we have as yet only
observed reversal of the OER in 2 systems, both of which
have a low OER value to start with, the results suggest
that the effect of similar radiosensitizers on anoxic
tumor cells need not necessarily be restricted to simple
replacement of the sensitization by oxygen.

5.7 IONIZING RADIATION DAMAGE TO MICROCOCCUS RADIODURANS
CELL WALL - R.E.J. Mitchel and K.M. Baird

Investigations are continuing into the nature and
mechanism of ionizing radiation damage in the cell wall
of M. radiodurans. It was previously shown that a cell
surface exonuclease could be released by ionizing
radiation. This same exzymatic activity can also be
released by extraction of the cell with buffer saturated
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in n-butanol. We now have evidence that the 60Co-
radiation released enzyme may be physically altered in
comparison to the non-irradiated protein. The alteration
appears as a reduction in the molecular weight of the
gamma released enzyme. This lower molecular weight
enzyme is still considerably larger than the apparent
minimum subunit size of 125,000 daltons (by sodium
dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis),
which appears unaltered. The catalytic properties of
the enzyme do not appear to be modified. In addition to
a reduction in molecular weight, a change occurs in the
charge distribution in at least some of the released
molecules. A portion of the enzyme activity released
by radiation is bound to anion exchange resins whereas
the unirradiated enzyme is not. Current experiments are
directed toward correlating these changes with the basic
mechanism by which hydroxyl radicals cause the release
of this enzyme from its cell wall site.

5.8 REPAIR PATHWAYS IN MICROCOCCUS RADIODURANS - N.E. Centner
and M.M. Werner

An understanding of the involvement and contribution
of two major repair pathways in this extremely radiation-
resistant and repair-proficient organism has come
from studying repair behaviour in radiation-sensitive
mutants, the effects of the repair inhibitors caffeine
and acriflavine, and strand break repair after UV- and
y-irradiation.

(1) Recombinational repair

In the recombination-deficient mutant rec30, the
kinetics of y-induced DNA strand break rejoining have
shown that the slow component of such repair is
defective, directly corroborating our earlier data
that this component reflected the contribution of a
recombinational repair process. Some residual
recombinational repair, however, is indicated, which
suggests that recombination functions may be essential
for viability or replication.

In normal wild-type cells, the slow rejoining
component is defective under liquid holding conditions;
this may be related to a protein synthesis requirement
for this mode of repair.
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Wild-type M. radiodurans; cells, radiation-sensitized
by sublethal hea~t treatment ,~still exhibit sensitivity
to repair inhibition by caffeine and acriflavine,
indicating that recombinational repair is still
operative in such cells.

(2) DNA polymerase-dependent repair

Repair in buffer occurs via the DNA polymerase-
dependent pathway. Manifestation of such repair as
increased survival or liquid holding recovery (LHR)
occurs only in the recombination-deficient strain
rec30 , and is masked in rec+ strains (wild-type and
UV-17) by a high rate of spontaneous cell death when
such irradiated strains are held in non-nutritive
solutions. In rec+ cells, the inability (in non-growth
media) to accomplish the post-irradiation protein
synthesis required for recombinational repair is
believed to result in irreversible fixation of the
damage; this would account for the observed negative
liquid holding effect (NLHE). LHR in rec30 is better
at pH 9 than at pH 7; in UV-17 and wild-type, the NLHE
is minimized at pH 9 compared to pH 7.

Recent data on the kinetics of DNA strand break
repair under such conditions correlate nicely with the
survival data. Rec30 repairs y-induced strand breaks
as fast in pH 9 buffer as in growth medium; at pH 7,
repair is somewhat slower. UV-17, after 25 krad,
repairs such breaks quickly in growth medium,
whereas in pH 9 buffer repair is slower and not all the
breaks are rejoined; at pH 7, no repair is seen.
The inability to accomplish strand break repair in
y-irradiated rec+ strains held in non-nutritive media
is believed to cause the increased lethality.

(_J) No photoreactivation in M. radiodurans

A photoreactivation (PR) mode of repair might
not have been detected in M. radiodurans because of
efficient repair by other pathways. Accordingly, we
looked for the possible presence of a photoreactivable
sector in radiation-sensitive mutants as well as
wild-type; PR light exposure was conducted at 0°C to
eliminate LHR in rec30. No evidence for any PR was
obtained.



5.9 ATAXIA TELANGIECTASIA: VARIANT STRAINS EXHIBITING A
NORMAL CAPACITY TO PERFORM y-STIMULATED REPAIR
REPLICATION - M.C. Paterson, B.P. Smith and P.A. Knight

We have recently demonstrated that three diploid
fibroblast strains cultured from unrelated humans
afflicted with the inherited neurovascular disorder,
ataxia telangiectasia (AT), are defective in the repair
of damage induced in their DNA by 60Co y-rays. In
particular, these AT strains are impaired in their
ability to execute excision repair of y-modified base
residues, as manifested by decreased levels of
y-stimulated repair replication. This parameter of
the excision-repair process is considered to reflect
the sum total of nucleotides inserted into the DNA
during the course of reconstructing the damaged sites.
To ascertain the generality of defective excision
repair as the possible molecular basis of the disease,
we have now monitored an additional six strains for
the ability to perform repair replication after
exposure to bGCo y-radiation under anoxia (N2 atmosphere).
Not all AT strains, however, proved defective in
y-stimulated repair replication, despite a pronounced
radiosensitivity as measured by a reduction in colony
formation. In fact, four of the strains attained
levels of /-induced repair replication equal to,
if not higher than, that accomplished by control
strains derived from clinically normal individuals.
This finding suggests genetic heterogeneity in the
disease; that is, different genetic mutations give
rise to the same neurovascular abnormalities at the
clinical level. The AT variant strains apparently
proficient in excision-repair may well be defective in
another repair mechanism, for example, post-replication
repair. This possibility is presently under investigation.

5.10 SENSITIVITY TO y-IRRADIATION OF TEMPERATURE-SENSITIVE
MUTANTS OF USTILAGO MAYDIS BLOCKED IN DNA SYNTHESIS -
P. Unrau and C.E. Grant

A diploid strain heterozygous for the mutation
ts_-20 and heteroallelic at the nitrate reductase (nar 1)
locus has been synthesized. This strain will be used
to test the effects of the tjs-20 locus on recombination
and repair in Ustilago. Preliminary indications are
that the diploid is sensitive to y-irradiation, which
would be expected if the gene involved has a role in
the repair of y-damaged DNA. The strain also has poor
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growth on minimal medium, which may mean that the
gene in ts_-20 has a role in transcription (as the
amount of transcription is substantially higher on
minimal than complete medium). In the case of this
diploid it is clear that the heterozygote is at a
disadvantage compared to the wild type, and it is
hoped that the precise nature of tnis heterozygote
disadvantage can be defined. As yet no recombinants
have been obtained from the tjs-20 heterozygote and
the possibility exists that the mutation affects
recombination even in the heterozygous state. By
suitable genetic manipulations it should be possible
to analyze this strain and to determine the role of
the ts-20 protein in recombination repair.

GENETICS, DEVELOPMENT AND
POPULATION STUDIES

5.11 MUTANTS OF BACTERIOPHAGE T4 UNABLE TO GROW ON STREPTOMYCIN
RESISTANT STRAINS OF ESCHERICHIA COLI - J.D. Chi Ids and
G.D. Chant

We have previously isolated 16 conditional lethal
mutants of bacteriophage T4 which can grow on a su+

host (CR6 3) but are unable to grow on a CR6 3 derivative
which is streptomycin resistant (CR/s). These mutants
have besn given the prefix str to indicate their
inability to grow on this strain. It is likely that
the T4 str mutants fail to grow because of the
streptomycin resistance mutation, but it is possible
that CR/s carries additional mutations responsible
for this restriction. To test this possibility the
streptomycin resistance mutation of CR/s was transferred
to CR63 by phage PI transduction and the ability of the
T4 str mutants to grow on this strain (named CR/st) was
determined. It was found that all the T4 str mutants
were restricted by CR/st, but for 6 of them this
restriction was not complete; each of the 6 made small
indistinct plaques on CR/st with an efficiency of
plating (compared to CR63) of 1-60%. These results
confirm that the streptomycin resistance mutation of
CR/s restricts all the T4 str mutants. However CR/s
must carry a mutation which enhances the restrictive
effect of the streptomycin resistance mutation. The
mutation responsible for this restriction is probably
not on the same transducing fragment as the strA
gene as similar results were-, obtained with four different
transductants.
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5.12 PUBLICATIONS

R. Sederoff, L. Lowen;3tein, A. Mayer, J. Stone and
H.C. Sirnboim

Acid treatment of Drosophila deoxyribonucleic
acid.
J. Histochem. and Cytochem. 2_3_, 482-492 (1975).

D.K. Myers and L.E. Feinendegen
Incorporation of thymidine and iododeoxyuridine in
mammalian cells in vitro.
J. Cell Physiol.~S6_, 621-634 (19 75) .

D.K. Myers
Effects of X-radiation and urethane on survival
and tumor induction in three strains of rats.
Radiation Research 65_, 292-303 (1976).

K.C. Paterson and B.P. Smith
Defective excision repair of y ray-damage DNA
in human (ataxia t';langiectasia) fibroblasts.
(Abstract).
Biophys. J. 16_, 183a (1976).

J.E. Cleaver, M. Paterson and E,C. Friedberg
Absence of photoenzymatic monomerization of
pyrimidine dimers in normal and xeroderma
pigmento^um cells. (Abstract).
Biophys. J. ^6, 185a (1976).

5.13 VERBAL PRESENTATIONS

5.13.1 Presented Papers

M,C. Fatersun
Defective excision repair of y ray-damaged DNA in
human (ataxia telangiectasia) fibroblasts
Paper presented at the 20th Annual Meeting of The
Biophysical Society, Seattle, Washington. U.S.A.
February 24-27, 1976.

5.13.2 Lectures or Seminars

M.C. Paterson
Molecular basis of the radiosensitive neurovascular
disease, ataxia tel igiectasia.
Seminar presented to the Division of Biological
and Medical Research, Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonnp xllinois, U.S.A.
February 24, 1976.
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P. Unrau
Replication and repair in Ustilago maydis.
Seminar presented to the Department of Molecular
Biology, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee.
February 3, 1976.

5.13.3 Local Talks

H.C. Birnbcim
Polypyrimidines in mammalian DNA.
Talk to students from Department of Zoology,
University of Toronto (Radiobiology course).
February 19 76.

J.D. Childs
Radiation and genetic studies with bacteriophage.
Talk to students from Department of Zoology,
University of Toronto (Radiobiology course).
February 19 76.

N.E. Gentner
Principles of studying repair pathways.
Talk to students from Department of Zoology,
University of Toronto (Radiobiology course).
February 1976.

R.E.J. Mitchel
Ionizing radiation damage to Micrococcus radiodurans
cell wall.
Talk to students from Department of Zoology,
Univers_ty of Toronto (Radiobiology course).
February 19 76.

D.K. Myers
Induction of tumors by radiation.
Talk to students from Department of Zoology,
University of Toronto (Radiobiology course).
February 19 76.

P. Unrau
Repair and replication of DNA in fungi.
Talk to students from Department of Zoology,
University of Toronto (Radiobiology course).
February 19 76.

P. Unrau
Hereditary implications.
Presented workshop as a joint presentation with
Dr. H.B. Newcombe to the Ottawa Valley Science
Teachers.
February 28, 19 76.
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5.14 INVITED SPEAKERS

Dr. J.F. Lemontt. Biology Research Division, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee,
U.S.A. - "Induction and Expression of Radiation
Induced Mutagenesis in Viable and Non-viable Cells",
January 5, 1976.

Dr. R. Sheinin, Department of Medical Biophysics,
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario - "DNA
Synthesis Studied in Temperature-Sensitive Mammalian
Cells",
February 6, 19 76.
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